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Title: International Space Station crew celebrate 15th anniversary in orbit 

First Broadcast: 03.11.2015 

Source: ABC’s The World Today 

Minutes: 4:58 

Audio & Script: http://www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2015/s4344302.htm 

Summary: 
November marks the 15th anniversary of the first crew arriving on the International 

Space Station. 

Interviewee(s) 

 Scott Kelly, current station commander  

 Mikhail Kornienko, a Russian cosmonaut  

 Dr Katie Mack, an astrophysicist at Melbourne University 

Related Stories: 
 http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/international-space-station-fifteen-facts-1.3299659 

 https://www.nasa.gov/station15 
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KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 

 inhabit (v)  spectacular sunset (adj)  symbolic (adj) 

 elite astronaut (adj)  sophisticated system (adj)  political division (n) 

 enhance capability (v)  ultimate dream (adj)  confined (adj) 

 international aspect  invaluable (adj)  different perspective (n) 

 altitude (n)  supersede (v)  terrestrial (adj) 
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DEFINITION MATCH 
 
Can you match the words with their correct definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  
 

disagreement, separation  

extremely useful or helpful  

greatest  

height of something above sea level  

highly developed and complex  

increase, improve  

leading, top, the best of a class   

limited, restricted  

live, dwell  

part of something, feature  

relating to the earth or its people  

replace with something better or 

more useful 
 

representing an idea or quality 

without using words 
 

stunning, causing wonder, fantastic  

viewpoint, point of view  
 

inhabit (v) 

elite astronaut (adj) 

enhance capability (v)

international aspect 

altitude (n) 

spectacular sunset (adj)

sophisticated system (adj)

ultimate dream (adj) 

invaluable (adj) 

supersede (v) 

symbolic (adj) 

political division (n) 

confined (adj) 

different perspective (n)

terrestrial (adj) 
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FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  
 What is the International Space Station (ISS)? Who is responsible for operating the ISS? 

 
 Scott Kelly, the current station commander, describes the ISS as an orbiting laboratory. What does 

he mean? What do the astronauts do while on the ISS? What kind of experiments do you think they 
conduct? 
 

 Astronauts say the ISS will help to shape the future of travel within the solar system. How? 
 

 Dr Katie Mack says the international space station is, both practically and symbolically, really 
important, and that humans, together as one species, are leaving the confines of the Earth and our 
political divisions to go out into the beyond. What does she mean?  
 

 Is it better for countries to have their own separate space stations? Or should countries work 
together on space projects? 
 

 The ISS has been subjected to funding cuts in recent years. Is this a good thing? Do you think more 
or less money should be spent on space projects like the ISS and future space exploration?  
 

 Why do you think astronauts would be keen to join the ISS? Would you like to spend some time 
aboard the ISS?  

 
 

PRE-LISTENING  
 
Before watching the report, note down what you think the following figures from the report refer to 
 

 220 – Number of ....................................................................................................................... 

 

 Sixteen countries –  

 

 400 kilometres –  

 

 Every 90 minutes – 

 

 6 –  

 

 35 hours per week – 

 

 One year –  
 
  
 
LISTENING 
 
 
Listen to the report and check your answers 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After listening to the report, try to complete the sentences with no more than 3 words 
 
 

1. The International Space Station was originally a two-module unit when the first crew arrived, now it is 

the size of a ............................................................................................ 

 

2. The ISS operations are led by 2 countries, ............................................  and ............................................. 

 

3. The astronauts aboard the ISS can view a sunrise or sunset every .................................................................. 

 

4. Each week, the crew aboard the ISS work 35 hours on a range of ................................................................... 

 

5. The current astronauts are spending a year aboard the ISS to allow scientists to study the effects of 

long-term spaceflight on the ............................................................................................. 

 

6. Mikhail Kornienko says the space station is a platform for testing the technologies that we need to 

develop and understand in order to have a successful trip to .....................................................................................  

 
 
 

 What were some examples of experiments that have been conducted by astronauts on the ISS? 

o How to ............................................. 

o Seeing how .......................................................................................... affects the human body 

o What it takes to keep people healthy if they're in space for a long time 

 

 

 What does Dr Katie Mack think about the future of the ISS? 

A. The ISS will continue operating as it is now 

B. The ISS could be replaced but she doesn’t expect countries to have separate space stations  

C. The ISS will most likely be replaced and each country will end up having separate space 

stations 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences – you may have to change the form of the word 
 
 inhabit  spectacular symbolic 
 elite   sophisticated division 
 enhance   ultimate confined 
 aspect  invaluable perspective 
 altitude  supersede terrestrial 
 

1. A new training facility was set up where ............................................................................. young sports people 

could train under the supervision of specialist coaches while they completed their high school and 

further education studies. 

2. A sign on the roadside just before you drive into the centre of the town stated that it had 1200 

............................................................................. and was the birthplace of a famous footballer and a prime 

minister.  

3. After they were struck down with a virus, more than 300 passengers on board the cruise ship were 

............................................................................. to their cabins to prevent the illness from spreading among the 

other 800 passengers. 

4. After years of annual summits and various agreements, the world is still largely ............................................... 

on the issue of climate change and how much greenhouse gases should be cut by. Many developed 

countries, for example, are in favour of larger cuts while less developed countries are concerned 

about the impact big cuts would have on their economy. 

5. Commentators said an agreement between Russia’s second biggest bank and the Bank of China to 

pay each other in domestic currencies instead of using US dollars was a .............................................................. 

blow to U.S. global financial dominance. 

6. For most people buying a new car, there are lots of things to consider - from looks and condition to 

performance and running costs. But safety ............................................................................. shouldn’t be ignored.  

7. In its TV advertisements, the car manufacturer focussed on the ............................................................................. 

safety features of its latest model, including extra airbags and a rear vision camera.  

8. Large passenger jets normally fly at an ............................................................................. of around 10-12 thousand 

meters as they travel at greater speeds while consuming less fuel. 

9. Many tech experts expect tablet computers to ............................................................................. desktops 

and laptops. 

10. Modern airplanes are now operated using ............................................................................. computer systems 

which require little manual control by the pilots. In fact, it is expected that many planes in the future 

will be pilotless. 

11. Not everyone believes in aliens. But the head of NASA said recently that extra-............................................... 

life will be found some day because so many Earth-like planets have now been found.  

12. Reading a book about global childhood poverty changed the man’s .................................................................... 

on life. It inspired him to be less materialist and to start giving at least 10% of his income to charity. 

13. Shortly after beginning her job, the woman received some advice from a colleague about how to deal 

with issues she was having with her manager. The advice proved ............................................................................. 

and she was soon promoted above her manager and ended up becoming CEO. 

14. The view from the top of the building, which was one of the tallest in the world, was .....................................  

15. The woman’s ............................................................................. ambition was to become a commercial pilot. 
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ANSWERS 
 
 220 – Number of (the world's elite) astronauts who have lived 

and worked on the ISS 
 Sixteen countries - Contribute towards the International Space 

Station 
 400 kilometres – Altitude at which the ISS travels 
 Every 90 minutes – How often the ISS circles the Earth. 
 6 – Number of crew who are normally on the ISS 
 35 hours per week – Number of hours the crew aboard the ISS 

work 
 One year – How long (the current) astronauts spend on the ISS 

1. football-stadium 
2. United States and Russia 
3. 45 minutes 
4. science projects 
5. body and mind 
6. Mars 
 
 grow food, weightlessness  
 The ISS could be replaced but she 

doesn’t expect countries to have 
separate space stations  

  
disagreement, separation division 
extremely useful or helpful invaluable 
greatest ultimate  
height of something above sea level altitude 
highly developed and complex sophisticated  
increase, improve enhance  
leading, top, the best of a class  elite  
limited, restricted confined 
live, dwell inhabit 
part of something, feature aspect 
relating to the earth or its people terrestrial 
replace with something better or more useful supersede 
representing an idea or quality without using words symbolic 
stunning, causing wonder, fantastic spectacular  
viewpoint, point of view perspective 
 
1. A new training facility was set up where elite young sports people could train under the supervision of 

specialist coaches while they completed their high school and further education studies. 
2. A sign on the roadside just before you drive into the centre of the town stated that it had 1200 inhabitants and 

was the birthplace of a famous footballer and a prime minister.  
3. After they were struck down with a virus, more than 300 passengers on board the cruise ship were confined to 

their cabins to prevent the illness from spreading among the other 800 passengers. 
4. After years of annual summits and various agreements, the world is still largely divided on the issue of climate 

change and how much greenhouse gases should be cut by. Many developed countries, for example, are in 
favour of larger cuts while less developed countries are concerned about the impact big cuts would have on 
their economy. 

5. Commentators said an agreement between Russia’s second biggest bank and the Bank of China to pay each 
other in domestic currencies instead of using US dollars was a symbolic blow to U.S. global financial 
dominance. 

6. For most people buying a new car, there are lots of things to consider - from looks and condition to 
performance and running costs. But safety aspects shouldn’t be ignored.  

7. In its TV advertisements, the car manufacturer focussed on the enhanced safety features of its latest model, 
including extra airbags and a rear vision camera.  

8. Large passenger jets normally fly at an altitude of around 10-12 thousand meters as they travel at greater 
speeds while consuming less fuel. 

9. Many tech experts expect tablet computers to supersede desktops and laptops. 
10. Modern airplanes are now operated using sophisticated computer systems which require little manual control 

by the pilots. In fact, it is expected that many planes in the future will be pilotless. 
11. Not everyone believes in aliens. But the head of NASA said recently that extra-terrestrial life will be found 

some day because so many Earth-like planets have now been found.  
12. Reading a book about global childhood poverty changed the man’s perspective on life. It inspired him to be 

less materialist and to start giving at least 10% of his income to charity. 
13. Shortly after beginning her job, the woman received some advice from a colleague about how to deal with 

issues she was having with her manager. The advice proved invaluable and she was soon promoted above 
her manager and ended up becoming CEO. 

14. The view from the top of the building, which was one of the tallest in the world, was spectacular. 
15. The woman’s ultimate ambition was to become a commercial pilot. 
 


